
Samurai Age of War, original draft by Rob Broom. Status: Playtest v5.0
Allies lists from JW van de Pijl.

SENGOKU JIDAI   戦国時代

ARMY COMPOSITION

Samurai Characters: Up to 25% of the points value of the army.
Character attendants: Up to 25% of the points value of the army.
Samurai and Retainers: Between 25% and 50% of the points value of the army.
Ashigaru: Between 25% and 75% of the points value of the army.
Allies: Up to 25% of the points value of the army.

SPECIAL RULES

Open Order
Samurai  and  Ashigaru  are  subject  to  the  rules  for  Open  Order  and  the  rule  is  reprinted  below  for
convenience:
To reflect  their looser formation, Open Order infantry may move through difficult  terrain and obstacles
without suffering any movement penalties, but may not march while doing so. Open Order cavalry still move
through difficult terrain at half their normal Move rate, and surrender half of their move to cross obstacles.
Furthermore, to show their superior maneuverability, all Open Order troops may reform at the end of their
move, but if they do so they cannot shoot during the Shooting phase. Open Order troops may use this reform
after marching. 
On the downside, Open Order troops do not have the staying power of Close Order troops, especially when it
comes to close combat: Open Order infantry only get a +1 rank bonus, but unlike Close Order troops, they
count this +1 rank bonus both when in open ground and in difficult terrain. 
Some Open Order infantry receive an additional +1 rank bonus, bringing it up to a maximum of +2 (but only
in open ground).
Open Order cavalry only receive rank bonuses that are indicated in the army lists. 

Veterans
A unit designated as Veteran can re-roll all of its ‘To Hit’ dice rolls once per game either for hand-to-hand
combat or for shooting. However, the unit must re-roll all of its dice (not just the failures) and abide by the
second result.

Headquarters (honjin 本陣 / gojinsho御陣所)
During the Sengoku period, Daimyo and Generals  are often shown as taking up a single position as a
headquarters  and  observation  point  during  a  battle  and  rarely  moving  location.  They  endeavored  to
maintain good communication with the forces under their control using Musicians and Messengers.
Therefore, at the start of the game, players may choose to give their Army General a honjin (headquarters)
rather than have him mobile.
As long as he remains there seated in his chair, the Army General has a 24" command range.
If he subsequently decides to move, he may mount a horse (treat as a Reform) and then he has the normal
12" command range. Once he has moved, he has lost his overview and may not be seated again.

The Army General also has a retinue of attendants should the player have the models available.
The accompanying retinue may consist of 1 Messenger, 1 Ashigaru attendant and 2 Samurai Retainers all at
no additional points cost. One Ashigaru and one Samurai may have a thrusting spear yari. 
Although treated as Characters, they must remain together as a unit. The Messenger may leave the unit, as
per his rules in Character Attendants.
The unit may be joined by other Characters (such as the Personal Standard Bearers) as the player wishes and
these may subsequently also leave as per the normal rules.
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Should the unit become less than 5 models, and flee for any reason, it may still attempt to rally.

Messenger (tsukai-ban 使い番)
May always move at double pace. May be targeted, even if not the closest target.
If the Messenger is in base contact with the Army General, the player may indicate any of his units on the
table and once the Messenger has moved within 3” of this unit, they receive one of the following messages.
The Messenger will need to return to the Army General before being able to deliver another message.

A message from our Lord! - Resolve to hold against all odds!
The unit receives +1 Ld for a complete turn (as in, both players turns). This benefit can be used to assist in
rallying fleeing units, although the Messenger will need to take panic tests as normal first. Leadership may
not be taken higher than 10 due to this rule.

A message from our Lord! - Be flexible in our movement 
The unit becomes subject to Drilled for one complete turn (as in, both players turns). 

A message from our Lord! - Time to use the revolving wheel
A unit in combat may be replaced by another unit that is up to 4" behind it and has the rear of the unit within
charge arc. 

SPECIAL RULES FOR BANNERS AND MUSICIANS

Japanese armies used a range of methods to communicate orders on the battlefield. Conch shells, bells,
large gongs and drums were all used to pass orders and instructions. The main base of operation tended to
be located near the Daimyo or Army General.
To reflect this, the following rules apply (especially to Samurai units) instead of the usual unit musician rule.

Leader, Musician and Standard for Samurai units
Samurai units may take a leader and a unit standard as normal. They may NOT take a musician.
They may however benefit from the proximity of the Army Musician and/or Musicians in Ashigaru units as
explained below.

Army Musician (o-taiko 御太鼓)
So long as the Army Musician is either accompanying, or within 3” of the Army General, all Samurai units
within 12” of ANY musician from the army (this will typically be the musicians in the ashigaru units) are
treated as having a musician within their unit, and may benefit from the musician rules where appropriate.
The Army Musician is also a musician as per the WAB rules on page 40 in their own right.

Leader, Musician and Standard for Ashigaru units
Ashigaru units may take leader, musician and standard at 5 points each. 
Ashigaru may also benefit from the proximity of the Army Musician rather than take their own.

Samurai Banners
Samurai Characters (Clan Lords, Generals, Hatamoto and Captains) are noted as having Samurai Banners:
they can be accompanied by a secondary character who carries the Samurai's Personal Standard and these
characters are referred to as Personal Standard Bearers (hatazashi).

If a Samurai and his Personal Standard Bearer join a unit of troops, then the unit receives an extra +1 combat
bonus when working out who has won combat, and is in addition to the usual +1 for the unit’s own standard.
Only one Personal Standard Bearer may be counted towards an individual combat in addition to any Army
or unit standard. This includes multiple combats involving several units - although more Personal Standard
Bearers may be involved if more Characters are present.
So long as the Samurai Character and his Personal Standard Bearer are alive, the unit may also re-take a
failed Break test.

A unit is only allowed to retake its test once per turn, so should the Army Standard also be nearby you
cannot try twice! Note that an Army Standard and Personal Standard only allow units to re-take Break tests;
they cannot be used for any other sort of Leadership test, such as Panic tests.
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Unlike with ordinary unit standard bearers, the Personal Standard is not passed on if its bearer is slain. A
Personal Standard can be captured in the same way as a unit banner, and is worth 100 victory points in
addition to the points value of the model.

The Army General may have a Personal Standard and a Great Army Standard  (ô-uma-jirushi) as normal.
However,  the Army Standard must remain within 3” of the General,  or be in the same unit in order to
provide the Great Army Standard benefits as noted on page 43 of the WAB rulebook.

Personal and Army Standard Bearers do not need to be placed in the fighting rank if the player wishes. 
In the event of a Character declining a challenge, his Personal Standard cannot be counted towards combat
resolution.

Design note:
Once battle rages, if you are on the offensive, you will soon find your Samurai out of range of the Army
Musician or any Ashigaru Musicians, and you will probably fight troops with a similar weapon skill and
armour saves, who are near their Army Musician or Ashigaru Musicians.
Because it's  likely your General  will  be in a Headquarters  and away from the main action,  the lack of
musician and no Army Standard re-roll can soon put you into a precarious position.
Thus, by having Samurai Banners, you can give your units a little more punch, and have that elusive re-roll
for any unexpected Break tests if your attacks fail to do the damage you expected.

SPECIAL RULES FOR SAMURAI

Samurai
Where the term "samurai" is used, this applies to all Samurai Characters, Samurai Attendants, and Samurai
retainers. 
Unless specifically noted otherwise, ashigaru, peasants and ronin may never use these special rules.

Superior to those around them
Samurai ignore panic caused by baggage carriers, peasants, and allies. 

Challenges
Should a Samurai become involved in a challenge, they must continue to fight the challenge over multiple
rounds of combat.
It  is  also  permissible  to  issue  another  challenge  between  different  characters  in  the  same  combat  in  a
subsequent round, so that there may be multiple challenges in a single combat between two units.

Honorific suicide (seppuku 切腹)
A Samurai Character may choose to commit seppuku at any time. If engaged in combat and within a unit, he
moves to the rear of the unit by passing a Ld test. If on his own and in combat, he must disengage in his turn,
as per the rules on WAB page 37. At the end of the hand-to-hand combat phase, assuming the unit has not
broken, or he fled or was caught in any follow up, he is determined to have succeeded. Your opponent
receives half victory points, and if it is the Army General, half the additional bonus.
If the Army General commits seppuku, all is not lost as may be expected, but the army takes its Leadership
tests for death of a General as normal. The Ld value of all units is reduced by 1 for this particular series of
tests.
Fleeing characters may not commit seppuku until they rally. They have shamed themselves by fleeing and
must first regain their honor.
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CHARACTERS

0-1 CLAN LORD (daimyo 大名) AND GENERAL (taishô 侍大将)

M WS BS S T W I A Ld Pts
Daimyo 4 6 4 4 3 3 6 2 10 165
General 4 6 4 4 3 2 5 2 9 100

Equipment: katana, samurai armour. May upgrade to superior samurai armour (+2 pts).
May be armed with: yari thrusting spear (+1 pt) or bow (+2 pts). 
May ride a horse (free), which increases movement to 7.

Special Rule for Daimyo: Army General. (Samurai Banners).
Special Rule for Taisho: If no Daimyo is present, may be made Army General (+25 pts). Samurai Banners.

HATAMOTO (hatamoto 旗本) AND SAMURAI CAPTAINS (musha-bugyô 武者奉行)

M WS BS S T W I A Ld Pts 
Hatamoto 4 5 4 4 3 2 5 2 9 90
Captain 4 5 4 3 3 1 5 2 8 40

Equipment: katana, samurai armour. May upgrade to superior samurai armour (+2 pts).
May be armed with: yari thrusting spear (+1 pt), bow (+ 2 pts), naginata (+3 pts) or arquebus (+3 pts).
May ride a horse (+ 4pts), which increases movement to 7.

Special Rule: Samurai Banners.

CHARACTER ATTENDANTS (Standard Bearers)

The following are all Characters, and the rules for Characters apply.
However,  some can only be taken in conjunction with Samurai Characters and have additional special
rules.

0 – 1 ARMY STANDARD (ô-uma-jirushi 大馬印)

M WS BS S T W I A Ld Pts
Samurai AS 4 4 4 3 3 1 4 1 8 41
Ashigaru AS 5 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 6 31
May have one additional ashigaru at +8 pts.

PERSONAL STANDARD BEARER (hatazashi 旗差)

M WS BS S T W I A Ld Pts 
Samurai retainer 4 4 4 3 3 1 4 1 8 30
Ashigaru 5 3 3 3 3 1 4 1 6 20

Equipment (for both Army Standard and Personal Standard Bearer):
Samurai armed with katana and samurai armour. May ride a horse (+4 pts), which increases movement to 7.
Ashigaru armed with hand weapon and light amour. 

Special Rules for Army Standard: Army Standard.
Special Rules for Personal Standard: Samurai Banners.

Ashigaru  carrying  an Army Standard  or  Personal  Standard do not  have  a  mounted  option,  and  so,  if
accompanying mounted samurai, will really need to live up to their name of “light feet”.
To reflect this, the Army Standard and Personal Standard Bearers may always move at double pace in an
attempt to keep up with their lord.
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0-1 ARMY MUSICAN (o-taiko-yaku 御太鼓役)

M WS BS S T W I A Ld Pts 
Samurai retainer 4 4 4 3 3 1 4 1 8 26
Ashigaru 5 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 6 17

Equipment:
Samurai armed with katana and samurai armour. May ride a horse (+10 pts) which increases movement to 7.
Ashigaru armed with hand weapon and light amour. 
The dismounted Army Musician may take an additional model (+5 pts) on the base, which increases the
attacks profile by 1.

Special Rule: Army Musician. 

0-2 SAMURAI MESSENGERS (tsukai-ban 使い番)

 M WS BS S T W I A Ld Pts
Tsukai ban  8 5 4 3 3 1 3 1 8 30

Equipment: katana and samurai armour.
May be armed with one of the following: yari thrusting spear (+1 pt), bow (+2 pts), naginata (+3 pts).
Rides a horse.

Special Rule: Tsukai-ban

SAMURAI   侍

SAMURAI GUARDS (hatamoto-shû 旗本衆)

M WS BS S T W I A Ld Pts 
Mounted 7 5 4 3 3 1 5 1 8 28
Foot 4 5 4 3 3 1 5 1 8 18

Equipment: katana and yari thrusting spear, samurai armour.
May upgrade to superior samurai armour (+2 pts).

Special Rules:
-  The  Guards  must  be  deployed  within  6”  of  the  Lord  at  the  start  of  the  battle,  although  they  may
subsequently move away. 
- Veteran
- Open Order, but if on foot count rank bonus of up to +2 in open terrain.

SAMURAI RETAINERS (bajô zamurai 馬上侍 / kachi samurai 徒侍)
M WS BS S T W I A Ld Pts

Mounted 7 4 4 3 3 1 4 1 8 24
Foot 4 4 4 3 3 1 4 1 8 14

Equipment: katana and samurai armour.
May be armed with one of the following: yari thrusting spear (+1 pt), bow (+2 pts), naginata (+3 pts).
Foot may also be armed with arquebus (+3 pts).

Special Rules:
- Open Order, but if on foot count rank bonus of up to +2 in open terrain.
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ASHIGARU   足軽

ASHIGARU COMBAT TROOPS (yari-ashigaru 槍足軽)

M WS BS S T W I A Ld Pts
Veteran 5 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 7 9
Combat Troops 5 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 6 7

Equipment: hand weapon and light armour.
May be armed with one of the following:  yari  thrusting spear  yari (+1 pt),  nagae-yari pike (+2 pts) or
naginata (+3 pts). 

Special Rules:
- for both: Open Order, but counts rank bonus of up to +2 in open terrain.
- for Veterans: Veteran, may be made WS 4 (+2 pts).
- the army must include at least one Combat Troops unit.

ASHIGARU MISSILE TROOPS (yumi-ashigaru 弓足軽 / teppô ashigaru 鉄砲足軽)

M WS BS S T W I A Ld Pts
Ashigaru 5 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 6 7

Equipment: hand weapon and light armour.
Armed with one of the following: bow (+2 pts) or arquebus (+3 pts). May have pavise (+1 pt).

Special Rules:
- Open order.
- an arquebus unit may be mixed, with 10% to 50% having bows, and the remaining 50% to 90% having
arquebus.
-  up to 25% missile-armed ashigaru  may be combined in a  mixed order  formation with Close Combat
ashigaru (in which case they may not take pavises). 
- they may also be combined with Veteran ashigaru at +2 pts, which raises Ld to 7 and allows the Veteran
re-roll.
- there may not be more arquebus-armed ashigaru models in the army than all other ashigaru.

ASHIGARU SKIRMISHERS (monomi 物見)

M WS BS S T W I A Ld Pts
Ashigaru 5 3 4 3 3 1 3 1 6 8

Equipment: hand weapon and light armour.
May be armed with one of the following: bow (+2 pts) or arquebus (+3 pts).

Special Rule: Skirmishers. 
- may not take a Samurai Character, and must be the smallest units of ashigaru in the army.
- there may not be more skirmish units in the army than formed ashigaru units.

SPECIAL TROOP TYPES

CANNON (ô-zutsu 大筒)
As per AOC
Range of 48” 
Special Rule: May only take one cannon per 1000 pts

OTHER TROOPS

M WS BS S T W I A Ld Pts
Baggage 4 2 2 3 3 1 2 1 5 3
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Peasant 4 2 2 3 3 1 3 1 5 3
Peasant skirmish 4 2 2 3 3 1 3 1 5 3

Baggage carriers (shômin 商人 / konida 小荷駄):
- Equipment: hand weapons. 
- Special Rule: Levy. 

Peasants (nômin 農民組):
- Equipment: farm implements (count as improvised hand weapons).
- Special Rules: Warband rule 1 (ranks), Levy. Only cause panic to other peasant units.

Peasant skirmishers (monomi 物見):
- Equipment: farm implements (count as improvised hand weapons)

and rocks (count as javelins with a range of 4”).
May have yari thrusting spears (+2 pts) or naginata (+3 pts).

- Special Rule: Skirmishers, Levy.

ALLIES

Allies  gain  no  benefits  from  the  Army  General  or  the  Army  standard.  Allies  test  on  their  own
Leaderships and/or standards. 

WARRIOR MONKS (sohei 僧兵)
Sohei were members of the many martial monastery orders in Japan. Often strong political players
they granted their fickle alliances to whoever seemed to suit their interests best at that moment.
 

M WS BS S T W I A Ld Pts 
Sohei  5 4 4 3 3 1 5 1 7 16

Equipment: hand weapon and light armour.
May be armed with one of the following:  yari  thrusting spear (+1 pt), naginata (+3 pts), bow (+2 pts) or
arquebus (+3 pts).
May upgrade to a samurai armour (+1 pt) or an early samurai armour (ô-yoroi +2 pts).

Special Rules:
- Light Infantry
- Frenzy
- Treacherous Allies: roll a D6 at the start of each game. On a 1 the unit will leave the battlefield
without fighting.  On a 2 the unit  will  remain stationary.  Roll  Ld  tests on consecutive turns.  On a
successful test the unit joins the main army after all. On a 3-6 the unit will behave loyally (for this
game at least!).

IKKÔ-IKKI (一個一揆)
The  Ikkô-Ikki  (and  other  sectarian  warrior  groups)  were  more  down-to  earth  sects  made  up  of
peasants and discontents that came into being in the early 15 th century. Not unlike the Reformation
movement  in  Europe,  when they  joined forces  few could stop them.  The Ikkô-Ikki  ruled an entire
province for nearly a century before Oda Nobunaga finally destroyed them. They were among the first
to employ massed firearms. Like the Sohei, they made and changed alliances as it suited them best. 

M WS BS S T W I A Ld Pts 
Ikkô-Ikki 5 3 2 3 3 1 3 1 6 6

Equipment: hand weapon.
May take a light armour (+2 pts).
May be armed with one of the following: yari thrusting spear (+1 pt), nagae-yari pike (+2 pts), naginata (+3
pts), bow (+2 pts) or arquebus (+3 pts).

Special Rules:
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- Warband rules 1 and 2
- Hate Samurai
- Treacherous Allies: roll a D6 at the start of each game. On a 1 the unit will leave the battlefield
without fighting.  On a 2 the unit  will  remain stationary.  Roll  Ld  tests on consecutive turns.  On a
successful test the unit joins the main army after all. On a 3-6 the unit will behave loyally (for this
game at least!).

RONIN (浪人組)
Ronin were  the  masterless  samurai,  seeking  employment  elsewhere  and hoping  to  impress  a  lord
enough to be allowed to join his service. 

M WS BS S T W I A Ld Pts
Ronin  4 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 6 8

Equipment: katana.
May be armed with one of the following: no-dachi two-handed sword (+2pts), yari thrusting spear (+1 pt),
naginata (+3 pts), bow (+2 pts) or arquebus (+3 pts).
May take a samurai armour (+1 pt) or yoroi armour (+2 pts).

Special Rules:
- Light Infantry
- Fierce (Warband 1 on a 1-2 roll on a D6)

0-1 NINJA (shinobi 忍者)
The  feared  and legendary  ninja  were  actually  a  historical  reality.  Several  Daimyo  used  them as
assassins, insurgents and ambush troops in battle. Ninjas operated from the mid 15th century onwards. 

M WS BS S T W I A Ld Pts
Ninja 5 4 4 3 3 1 4 1 7 25

Equipment: hand weapons.
May take a light armour (+2 pts).
May take: katana (+2 pts), shuriken (+1 pt), yari thrusting spear (+1 pt), bow (+2 pts), naginata (+3 pts).

Special Rules:
- Stubborn
- Light Infantry
- Ambush (+5 pts): 
Ninja may lay in ambush somewhere on the battlefield. Ambushes must be sprung from some kind of
terrain (bush, woods, buildings). Before the armies deploy, mark their position on a map.
The figures are only placed on the table when the ambush is sprung or when they are spotted. Spotting
range for formed troops is 2”, for troops in skirmish formation (whose job it is to look out for trouble)
4”. You are obliged to reveal your ninjas at the end of the turn that they were spotted in (even if they
did nothing). Your opponent may demand to examine the map as soon as the ninja are revealed. Ninjas
may attack from ambush in formation, even from buildings or difficult terrain.

- Disguise (+5 pts): 
Ninja were masters of disguise. A unit of ninja may enter the battlefield looking as something else
(ashigaru,  peasants)  and may even appear  to be part  of  another  unit.  Place (a unit  of)  appropriate
looking figures on the table. These are only replaced by the Ninja figures when their true identity is
revealed as they come into action or, for example, are shot at. 
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WEAPONS

Thrusting spear (yari 槍)
- Samurai, both mounted and dismounted, use the yari like a thrusting spear. 
- Foot samurai armed with yari may charge and still fight in two ranks.
- Ashigaru use the yari as thrusting spear, and use the nagae-yari (long shafted spear) as a pike.

Naginata (長刀)
-  Mounted models  may re-roll  any To Hit  dice  that  miss  in  the first  turn of  each  combat,  and  has  an
additional -1 modifier to any armour save throughout the combat.
- Foot models: naginata is treated like a halberd. The user gains +1 Strength and a -1 Save modifier.

Katana (刀)
Typically, the katana would be used once other weapon options such as the yari had been discarded.
In game terms, it should be assumed they collect new yari/naginata or bow in between the different combats
if they had initially used these earlier in the combat, and then switch to the katana.

Katana is treated as a hand weapon with the following special rules:
- Mounted models may only use single-handed and gain +1 WS when using. 
When mounted, the katana has an additional –1 Save modifier against foot models (to allow for a height
advantage).
- Foot models may use as a single-handed weapon and gain +1 WS when using. 
Additionally, dismounted models have the option to use as a double-handed weapon, and the user gains +1
Strength but strikes last. 
Players should declare which option is going to be used at the start of the combat round.
Should players forget to announce in a dramatic style how they are using their katana, they should be
suitable chastised by their opponents when they try and claim the weapon benefits!  

These special rules are not available to Personal  Bearers, Army Standard, and Army Musician, so use the
WS skill as listed on the profile.

Short swords

Wakizashi (脇差, companion sword) and Tanto (短刀, dagger).
Rule: treat both as hand weapons.

No-dachi (野太刀)
A longer blade than the katana, that requires two hands to yield. 
Rule: double-handed weapon, the user gains +2 Strength, a-2 Save Modifier, but strikes last in any combat
round.

Bow (yumi 弓)
Standard composite bow with a range of 24”. 
- Mounted Samurai can only fire to the left hand side, with a 180-degree fire arc.
-  Mounted samurai may fire once as they charge into combat, resolve this before moving the models, to
ensure the target is within the 180-degree fire arc and determine any range modifiers.

Samurai Parthian Shot (Yabusame 流鏑馬)
Practice in the art of Yabusame allows high rate of fire (2 shots) whilst moving in a straight line.

Parthian Shot Move
Mounted Samurai may make a normal move immediately after shooting - this is part of the Shooting phase,
is not a charge reaction, and the unit may not march move.
However, this move must stay within the model's charge arc, so that the Mounted Samurai continues in the
general initial direction of movement, and so it cannot be used to move back towards their own lines. 

They may fire a second shot at the end of the parthian shot move, and this may be either at a new target, or
any target fired upon in the first phase of shooting, so long as it remains within the left 180-degree fire arc. 
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Arquebus (teppô 農鉄砲)

Range of 24” 
- at short range: impact with a Strength of 4, and –2 armour save modifier. 
- at long range: impact with a Strength of 3, and –1 armour save modifier. 
Units armed with arquebus cannot fire in the turn they move.
Cannot be used from a horse.

Samurai armour (katchû 甲冑)

- light armour (haramaki yoroi 腹巻鎧): 6+  armour save

- samurai armour (do-maru胴丸): 5+ armour save.

- early samurai armour (ô-yoroi 大鎧): 4+ armour save, and -1 move penalty if on foot.

- superior samurai armour (hara-ate腹当): 4+ armour save

Pavise (tate 盾)
Pavises count as a large shield against missile fire coming into the front facing of the unit, giving the benefit
of a +2 to armour save.
A pavise has no benefit unless it is set up.
A pavise is set up instead of the unit moving, and so may be deployed as such at the start of the game.
A unit may set up a pavise and shoot in the same turn.
Should the unit move, the pavise will give no benefit until it is set up again.
Should the unit flee, the pavises are lost for the duration of the game.

Palisades (take-yarai 竹矢来)
Palisades act as an obstacle for the purposes of movement. They do not block line of sight.
For the attacker, shooting and attacking through a palisade is at –1 To Hit.
Defenders in base-to-base contact with the palisade are not penalized with these modifiers, as it is assumed
they are prepared to shoot or fight.
Palisades may be purchased for a unit at 15pts per 3” section. The unit must be set up in base contact with
the palisades when deploying, and these units should be deployed first.
A unit may move away from the palisade should it so wish.
To receive the benefit of a palisade, a unit should move into base contact with it.
In order to remove an undefended palisade, a unit of 5 or more models may charge the palisade.
It is then removed in the hand-to-hand combat phase and the unit may then move freely in its next turn.
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